
Eye examination in the yard, free glasses 

Naniram Nepal, Sindhupalchowk. 

 

The people of Yweg have been provided house-to-house service by free eye 
camps in the remote Jugal village of the district. The locals in Yweg, who do not 
have access to health care, received a free eye exam by camping at Dhande 
Bazaar, the center of Jugal village. 

After eye examination, the glasses are also distributed free of charge to the 
users. The camp participants seemed happy after receiving eye check services 
and free glasses in the yard. "Can't go to town, check out the eyes in the village, 
get glasses," said Maila Lama of Jugal VDC-7 Bamarchi and said, "Eye control 
was a good thing, completed today." 



 

Locals suffering from eye problems from Gumba, Golche, Pangtang, Selang and 
the surrounding villages had flogged on Monday after hearing that a free eye 
camp was started in Dhandbazar. There was no limit to My Bahadur Bhujel's 
happiness from Jugal-1 Golche after receiving eye checks and free glasses at 
home. He said the incident happened after receiving information from the 
villagers that it was an eye check. "The villagers sent the paper that it was an 
eye problem, there was a free camp," she said, "but when the news came I 
came in the morning to check the eyes." "They had to reach Chautara to have 
their eyes checked. They have served in the village today," said Sanjana 
Tamang, vice president of Jugal Village. In the coming days, such camps will be 
run in the village, taking into account the health of the population, said 
Homnarayan Shrestha, the village's president. "We will go to the villages with 



such free health camps in the coming days," he said.

 
 The two-day free eye camp has been launched from Monday with the help of 
Bhizan Far al and Jugal municipality. Vision for Al has tested the eyes of people 
in Jugalweg by bringing older doctors from Sweden. Eye co-operatives were 
distributed to Sweden by bringing glasses from Sweden, says Lila Baniyan, 
Nepal's Vision Coordinator for Al.

 


